пигменты

для татуажа

PROJECT HISTORY

It takes dedication and desire to be the best in the trade to be a true professional.
The history of BROVI PMU's ink project began in 2018 in St. Petersburg, Russia.
Anna Kutsevolova and Bogdan Meskhi, the founders of the project, launched a modest-scale
production, specializing in the development of permanent makeup inks from ready-made
premium raw materials by the leading pigment manufacturers.
Within a year we have formed a team that handles production and packaging of the product,
built our own laboratory and warehouse, established partnerships with a huge number
of PMU artists both in Russia and abroad.Today, we have an international network of ink
distributors involving more than 50 artists from different countries: Russia, Vietnam, Thailand,
USA, Canada, Latvia, Israel, Romania, Greece, Ukraine, Belarus.
A cooperation agreement with a Russian cosmetics company marked a new stage in the
project development. We continually expand the range of products and create new products
that every self-respecting and hardworking permanent makeup artist must have in their arsenal.
All new products are manufactured according to BROVI PMU specifications and are not
released to the market until they pass all the tests within the walls of our studio, under the
guidance of leading PMU artists.We strive to create a product that looks as natural as
possible on our customers' faces and is as safe as possible to use.
One of our main goals is to change the standard perception of the PMU artist's trade in
general. We believe that working in an environment of constant self-improvement and
technical progress, PMU artists should leave behind all the myths about inks and focus on
improving the quality of their work. And let BROVI PMU take care of the ink quality.
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ABOUT OUR PRODUCTS

BASIC SET

BROVI PMU pigments is a large selection of high quality inks designed for permanent makeup. Our extensive
knowledge of color science and our artistic approach enable us to create the perfect mixesfor eyebrow, lip and
eye area treatment. And a modern laboratory ensures sterile environment and high-quality operationswith each
bottle of ink.

CORRECTORS

BROVI +

пигменты

для татуажа

DESCRIPTION

PROPERTIES

FORMULA

Universal brown pigment with a warm color temperature.
Suitable for work with Fitzpatrick phototypes III (Eastern
European) and IV (Mediterranean).

BASE Orange

Aqua, Rosin, Glycerin, Hamamelis Virginiana Extract,
Isopropyl Alcohol, Benzyl Alcohol, CI 21160, CI 12477,
CI 21108, CI 77891, CI 77266.

If you follow the manufacturer's recommendations on
implanting pigment into the skin, you will get the most
natural result regardless of the technique—powder shading
or hair strokes.

COLOR RETENTION AFTER HEALING 80-90 %

COLOR TEMPERATURE Warm

REMOVER IMPACT
Good contact with no side eﬀects.

HOW TO IMPLANT
Very lightly and super cially.

REACTION TO LASER
If exposed to laser earlier than 4 months after the
treatment and/or in case of very dense implantation,
may fade to orange shades.

COLOR: Dark brown

PMU ON EYEBROWS AFTER HEALING

BITTER CHOCOLATE
DESCRIPTION

PROPERTIES

FORMULA

A rich dark pigment with a neutral color temperature.
Recommended for Fitzpatrick phototypes IV (Mediterranean)
and V (Asian).

BASE Yellow

Aqua, Rosin, Glycerin, Hamamelis Virginiana Extract,
Isopropyl Alcohol, Benzyl Alcohol, CI 21160, CI 12477,
CI 77266, CI 21095, CI 77491, CI 77891, CI 21110.

COLOR TEMPERATURE Neutral
COLOR RETENTION AFTER HEALING 60-80 %
REMOVER IMPACT
Good contact with no side effects.
REACTION TO LASER
If exposed to laser earlier than 4 months after the
treatment and/or in case of very dense implantation,
may fade to orange shades.

COLOR: Rich dark brown

HOW TO IMPLANT
Lightly and super cially.
In case of dense implantation fades to cool tones.

PMU ON EYEBROWS AFTER HEALING

FRECKLE
DESCRIPTION

PROPERTIES

FORMULA

The brown-red pigment created speci cally for treatment of
Fitzpatrick phototype I (Celtic). Suitable for very light / pale
skin and pale skin with freckles. Perfect for red-haired girls.
Despite the fact that it contains a large amount of organic red
colorant, there is no color inversion during the laser removal
treatment. The pigment simply gets lighter andas a result is
completely eliminated from the body after a certain number
of treatments. Can be used as an orange corrector.

BASE Red

Aqua, Rosin, Glycerin, Hamamelis Virginiana Extract,
Isopropyl Alcohol, Benzyl Alcohol, CI 21095, CI 12477,
CI 11740, CI 77891, CI 77266.

COLOR TEMPERATURE Warm
COLOR RETENTION AFTER HEALING 80-90 %
REMOVER IMPACT
Good contact with no side eﬀects.

HOW TO IMPLANT
Very lightly and super cially.

REACTION TO LASER
Good contact with no side eﬀects.

COLOR: Brown red

PMU ON EYEBROWS AFTER HEALING

RIPE WHEAT
DESCRIPTION

PROPERTIES

FORMULA

A warm blond pigment, designed for Fitzpatrick phototypes
I (Celtic) and II (Nordic). Recommended for clients with warm
or neutral hair color.
It is not recommended to implant the pigment tightly to avoid
cooler shades during healing.

BASE Red

Aqua, Rosin, Glycerin, Hamamelis Virginiana Extract,
Isopropyl Alcohol, Benzyl Alcohol, CI 21160, CI 12477,
CI 21108, CI 77891, CI 21095, CI 77491, CI 77266.

COLOR TEMPERATURE Warm
COLOR RETENTION AFTER HEALING 60-80 %
REMOVER IMPACT
Good contact with no side eﬀects.
REACTION TO LASER
If exposed to laser earlier than 4 months after the
treatment and/or in case of very dense implantation,
may fade to orange shades.

COLOR: Warm brown

HOW TO IMPLANT
Lightly and super cially.
In case of dense implantation fades to cool tone.

PMU ON EYEBROWS AFTER HEALING

GRAY HARBOR
DESCRIPTION

PROPERTIES

FORMULA

Neutral blond pigment, for ash blondes. Handles senior
clients' skin very well. Designed to treat Fitzpatrick phototype
II (Nordic).
Recommended for clients with cool hair color.

BASE Yellow

Aqua, Rosin, Glycerin, Hamamelis Virginiana Extract,
Isopropyl Alcohol, Benzyl Alcohol, CI 21095, CI 77891,
CI 12477, CI 77266.

COLOR TEMPERATURE Neutral
COLOR RETENTION AFTER HEALING 60-80 %
REMOVER IMPACT
Good contact with no side eﬀects.
REACTION TO LASER
Good contact with no side eﬀects.

COLOR: Blond

HOW TO IMPLANT
Lightly and super cially.
In case of dense implantation fades to cool tone.

PMU ON EYEBROWS AFTER HEALING

FLAT WHITE
DESCRIPTION

PROPERTIES

FORMULA

Warm brown pigment with an orange base.
Used as the second, darker accent color when working with
Fitzpatrick phototypes I (Celtic), II (Nordic) and III (Eastern
European); or as the rst, base color when working with
Fitzpatrick phototype IV (Mediterranean) and V (Asian).
When using it as the main color, you should add orange or
yellow corrector. Recommended to use with diluent.
The pigment is suitable for the shading technique.

BASE Yellow orange

Aqua, Rosin, Glycerin, Hamamelis Virginiana Extract,
Isopropyl Alcohol, Benzyl Alcohol, CI 21160, CI 12477,
CI 77891, CI 21095, CI 77491, CI 77266.

COLOR TEMPERATURE Warm
COLOR RETENTION AFTER HEALING 80-90 %
REMOVER IMPACT
Good contact with no side eﬀects.

HOW TO IMPLANT
Lightly and very super cially.

REACTION TO LASER
If exposed to laser earlier than 4 months after the
treatment and/or in case of very dense implantation,
may fade to orange shades.

COLOR: Warm brown

PMU ON EYEBROWS AFTER HEALING

CINNAMON STICKS
DESCRIPTION

PROPERTIES

FORMULA

A light blond shade on a yellow base. When treating cool-toned
skin make sure to add orange corrector.
Used as the rst, primary color for the hair technique in work
with Fitzpatrick phototypes I (Celtic), II (Nordic) and III (East
European). The pigment is suitable for the shading technique.
The manufacturer recommends using diluent when performing
any of the aforementioned techniques.

BASE Yellow orange

Aqua, Rosin, Glycerin, Hamamelis Virginiana Extract,
Isopropyl Alcohol, Benzyl Alcohol, CI 77891, CI 21095,
CI 12477, CI 77491, CI 21160, CI 77266.

COLOR TEMPERATURE Warm
COLOR RETENTION AFTER HEALING 80-90 %
REMOVER IMPACT
Good contact with no side eﬀects.

HOW TO IMPLANT
Lightly and very super cially.

REACTION TO LASER
If exposed to laser earlier than 4 months after the
treatment and/or in case of very dense implantation,
may fade to orange shades.

COLOR: Light warm brown

PMU ON EYEBROWS AFTER HEALING

PEPSI COLA
DESCRIPTION

PROPERTIES

FORMULA

The darkest shade in the series of inks designed for the hair
stroke technique. Used only for dark accents in the hair stroke
technique, as a second color for Fitzpatrick phototypes
III (Eastern European) and V (Asian).
The pigment is suitable for the shading technique. The
manufacturer recommends using diluent when performing
any of the aforementioned techniques.

BASE Yellow orange

Aqua, Rosin, Glycerin, Hamamelis Virginiana Extract,
Isopropyl Alcohol, Benzyl Alcohol, CI 21160, CI 12477,
CI 77266, CI 77891, CI 21095, CI 77491.

COLOR TEMPERATURE Neutral
COLOR RETENTION AFTER HEALING 80-90 %
REMOVER IMPACT
Good contact with no side eﬀects.

HOW TO IMPLANT
Lightly and super cially.

REACTION TO LASER
If exposed to laser earlier than 4 months after the
treatment and/or in case of very dense implantation,
may fade to orange shades.

COLOR: Dark brown

PMU ON EYEBROWS AFTER HEALING
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BLACK SQUARE
DESCRIPTION

PROPERTIES

FORMULA

Black pigment for treatment of eyelid and waterline areas.
Suitable for treatment of all Fitzpatrick phototypes.
Should be used in a pure form; correctors are not required.
To perform waterline lling or to draw a clear eyeliner, addition
of diluent is not required. The manufacturer recommends adding
1 drop of diluent per 2 drops of pigment for shading on eyelids.
For shading on eyelids, Black Square combines perfectly with
the Roasted Chestnuts and Bitter Chocolate.

COLOR Black

Aqua, CI 77266, Glycerin, Hamamelis Virginiana Extract,
Alcohol.

COLOR TEMPERATURE Cool
COLOR RETENTION AFTER HEALING 60-80 %
HOW TO IMPLANT
REACTION TO LASER
Good contact with no side eﬀects.

When implanted tightly, it fades to cool shades.
When using two colors on the eyes, these colors should
not be mixed together - keep them in diﬀerent caps.

PMU ON EYELIDS AFTER HEALING
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DUSTY ROSE
DESCRIPTION
The most popular gentle pink shade for permanent makeup on
lips. The titanium dioxide content in the formula is minimized.
Ideal for customers who want you to highlight the natural
beauty of their lips. Pure Dusty Rose is not recommended for
treatment of cool-toned lips - in such cases, the manufacturer
recommends blending it with Salted Caramel in the 1:1
proportions.
Can be used undiluted for dense lling. It is recommended to
add a few drops of diluent to achieve aquarelle lips eﬀect.

COLOR: Soft pink

PROPERTIES

FORMULA

COLOR TEMPERATURE Neutral

Aqua, CI 77891, CI 77491, CI 21095, CI12477, CI 12466,
CI 21110, CI 74160, Glycerin, Hamamelis Virginiana Extract,
Alcohol.

COLOR RETENTION AFTER HEALING 60-80 %

HOW TO IMPLANT

REMOVER IMPACT
Good contact with no side eﬀects.

Recommended to use undiluted for dense lling.
For aquarelle lips eﬀect, the manufacturer suggests adding
diluent. You can adjust the saturation by the number of
passes.

PMU ON LIPS AFTER HEALING

SALTED CARAMEL
DESCRIPTION
Warm caramel shade, can be used on any lips. Contains
minimal amounts of titanium dioxide. Suitable for clients who
prefer a natural look. Can be used undiluted for dense lling.
It is recommended to add a few drops of diluent to achieve
aquarelle lips eﬀect.

COLOR: Warm caramel

PROPERTIES

FORMULA
Aqua, CI 77891, CI 77491, CI 21110, Glycerin, Hamamelis
Virginiana Extract, Alcohol.

COLOR TEMPERATURE Warm

COLOR RETENTION AFTER HEALING 60-80 %

HOW TO IMPLANT

REMOVER IMPACT
Good contact with no side eﬀects.

Recommended to use undiluted for dense lling.
For aquarelle lips eﬀect, the manufacturer suggests adding
diluent. You can adjust the saturation by the number of
passes.

PMU ON LIPS AFTER HEALING

PINK OPAL
DESCRIPTION
Neutral pink pigment, which provides color retention of up to
85% after the rst treatment. Great for treatment of elderly
clients' lips. Pure Pink Opal is not recommended for treatment
of cool-toned lips - in such cases, the manufacturer
recommends blending it with Salted Caramel or Old Castle in
the 1:1 proportions. Can be used undiluted for dense lling.
t is recommended to add a few drops of diluent to achieve
aquarelle lips eﬀect.

COLOR: Cool pink

PROPERTIES

FORMULA
Aqua, CI 77891, CI 77491, CI 12466, CI 21095, CI 12477,
CI 12475, Glycerin, Hamamelis Virginiana Extract, Alcohol.

COLOR TEMPERATURE Cool

COLOR RETENTION AFTER HEALING 60-80 %

HOW TO IMPLANT

REMOVER IMPACT
Good contact with no side eﬀects.

Recommended to use undiluted for dense lling.
For aquarelle lips eﬀect, the manufacturer suggests adding
diluent. You can adjust the saturation by the number of
passes.

PMU ON LIPS AFTER HEALING

OLD CASTLE
DESCRIPTION
Warm terracota shade. Suitable for treatment of any type of lip
skin. Ideal for dense coloring. By adding diluent you achieve
a natural, realistic color. The titanium dioxide content in the
formula is minimized.

COLOR: Warm red brown

PROPERTIES

FORMULA
Aqua, CI 12466, CI 21110, CI 77891, CI 74160, CI 77491,
Glycerin, Hamamelis Virginiana Extract, Alcohol.

COLOR TEMPERATURE Warm

COLOR RETENTION AFTER HEALING 60-80 %

HOW TO IMPLANT

REMOVER IMPACT
Good contact with no side eﬀects.

Recommended to use undiluted for dense lling.
For aquarelle lips eﬀect, the manufacturer suggests adding
diluent. You can adjust the saturation by the number of
passes.

PMU ON LIPS AFTER HEALING

COCOA BEANS
DESCRIPTION
A cool red-brown shade. Suitable for clients who prefer not
to go beyond a natural look.
Pure Cocoa Beans is not recommended for treatment of
cool-toned lips - in such cases, the manufacturer recommends
blending it with Salted Caramel or Old Castle in the
1:1 proportions. When implanted densely, it may stay quite
dark after healing, so the manufacturer also recommends
adding diluent.

COLOR: Cool red brown

PROPERTIES

FORMULA

COLOR TEMPERATURE Cool

Aqua, CI 77891, CI 77491, CI 12477, CI 21095, CI 12466,
CI 21110, CI 74160, Glycerin, Hamamelis Virginiana Extract,
Alcohol.

COLOR RETENTION AFTER HEALING 60-80 %

HOW TO IMPLANT

REMOVER IMPACT
Good contact with no side eﬀects.

Recommended to use undiluted for dense lling.
For aquarelle lips eﬀect, the manufacturer suggests adding
diluent. You can adjust the saturation by the number of
passes.

PMU ON LIPS AFTER HEALING

RASPBERRY TARTLET
ОПИСАНИЕ
A bright, red-pink pigment for clients who like bold looks.
Anna Kutsevolova's go-to color. Color temperature: neutral.
Can be used in a pure form on any type of lip skin.
For aquarelle lips, the manufacturer recommends using
diluent.

COLOR: Neutral red pink

PROPERTIES

FORMULA
Aqua, Rosin, Glycerin, Alcohol, CI 77891, CI 77491, CI 12477,
CI 21095.

COLOR TEMPERATURE Neutral

COLOR RETENTION AFTER HEALING 60-80 %

HOW TO IMPLANT

REMOVER IMPACT
Good contact with no side eﬀects.

Recommended to use undiluted for dense lling.
For aquarelle lips eﬀect, the manufacturer suggests adding
diluent. You can adjust the saturation by the number of
passes.

PMU ON LIPS AFTER HEALING

RED STRAWBERRY
DESCRIPTION
Juicy, red pigment with a warm color temperature. One of the
"boldest" colors in our line of permanent lip makeup pigments.
It can be used undiluted, whether you are working on cool or
warm lips.
For aquarelle lips eﬀect, the manufacturer recommends adding
diluent.

COLOR: Warm red

PROPERTIES

FORMULA
Aqua, CI 12477, CI 77891, CI 21095, CI 12475, CI 12466,
CI 77266, Glycerin, Hamamelis Virginiana Extract, Alcohol.

COLOR TEMPERATURE Warm

COLOR RETENTION AFTER HEALING 60-80 %

HOW TO IMPLANT

REMOVER IMPACT
Good contact with no side eﬀects.

Recommended to use undiluted for dense lling.
For aquarelle lips eﬀect, the manufacturer suggests adding
diluent. You can adjust the saturation by the number of
passes.

PMU ON LIPS AFTER HEALING

JUICY WATERMELON
DESCRIPTION
Light, warm red pigment for permanent makeup on lips.
Designed to create the brightest looks. This color is favored
by many PMU artists and clients for its huge color retention
after the rst treatment. Can be used undiluted for dense lling.
It is recommended to add a few drops of diluent to achieve
aquarelle lips eﬀect.

COLOR: Light warm red

PROPERTIES

FORMULA
Aqua, CI 77891, CI 12466, CI 21095, Glycerin,
Hamamelis Virginiana Extract, Alcohol.

COLOR TEMPERATURE Warm

COLOR RETENTION AFTER HEALING 60-80 %

HOW TO IMPLANT

REMOVER IMPACT
Good contact with no side eﬀects.

Recommended to use undiluted for dense lling.
For aquarelle lips eﬀect, the manufacturer suggests adding
diluent. You can adjust the saturation by the number of
passes.

PMU ON LIPS AFTER HEALING
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YELLOW

GREEN

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

Used to neutralize lilac shades after poorly made permanent makeup. Recommended for
lightening the lightest blond shades.

Designed to neutralize light red shades when covering old/low-quality permanent makeup.

HOW TO IMPLANT Recommended to use undiluted for covering.
You can mix orange and yellow corrector in 1:1 ratio to cover the grayish purple eyebrows.
When treating skin with an excess of red pheomelanin (freckles, red shades of type V skin by
Fitzpatrick), we recommend to add 2 drops of corrector to the pigment.

HOW TO IMPLANT To neutralize the red tones, we recommend to use green corrector during
the initial surface lling (1st pass).

FORMULA Aqua, Rosin, Glycerin, Hamamelis Virginiana Extract, Alcohol, CI 21108, CI 77891,
CI 21160, CI 12477.

FORMULA Aqua, Rosin, Glycerin, Hamamelis Virginiana Extract, Alcohol, CI 11740, CI 77891,
CI 77266, CI 21110.

BASE Yellow

BASE Green

COLOR TEMPERATURE Warm

COLOR TEMPERATURE Cool

COLOR: Bright yellow

COLOR: Olive green

ORANGE

RED ORANGE

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

Used to neutralize cool gray and blue shades when covering old/low-quality permanent
makeup.

Designed to neutralize the blue tint of cool lips. Can be used to neutralize light green color
residue on the eyebrows.

HOW TO IMPLANT We recommend to add orange corrector to the pigment to get a warmer
result after healing. To neutralize cool gray and blue shades, the manufacturer recommends
using orange corrector during the initial surface lling (1st pass).

HOW TO IMPLANT To neutralize cool/blue lips, we recommend to use pure red-orange
corrector during the initial surface lling (1st pass).

FORMULA Aqua, Rosin, Glycerin, Hamamelis Virginiana Extract, Alcohol, CI 21160, CI 12477.

FORMULA Aqua, Rosin, Glycerin, Hamamelis Virginiana Extract, Alcohol, CI 21160, CI 12477,
CI 77891, CI 21095.

BASE Orange

BASE Red

COLOR TEMPERATURE Warm

COLOR TEMPERATURE Warm

COLOR: Bright orange

COLOR: Rich dark orange

для татуажа

+

пигменты

A line of finely dispersed pigments for permanent makeup
of the eyebrow area. The main difference from the main line
is warmer, more concentrated colors and a more liquid base,
with fewer fillers.

ROASTED CHESTNUT +
DESCRIPTION

Universal brown pigment with a warm color temperature. Suitable for treatment of Fitzpatrick
phototypes III to VI. If you follow the manufacturer's recommendations on implanting pigment
into the skin, you will get the most natural result regardless of the technique - powder shading
or hair strokes. The pigment particles are nely dispersed. The ink is extremely liquid and
requires dilution with a special diluent only to adjust the colorant concentration.
FORMULE Aqua, Hamamelis, CI 21160, CI 21290, CI 77266, CI 21095, CI 11741, CI 77891,
CI 21108, CI 56110.

BASE Orange
COLOR TEMPERATURE Warm
COLOR RETENTION AFTER HEALING 80-90 %
HOW TO IMPLANT It can be implanted with more intensity: ne particles and warm base will
prevent deep sinking of pigment. It can also be mixed with classical Roasted Chestnuts for
a richer dark shade.

COLOR: Warm brown

BITTER CHOCOLATE +

FRECKLE +

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

A rich dark pigment with extremely warm color temperature. Recommended for treatment
of Fitzpatrick phototypes IV (Mediterranean) and V (Asian). The pigment particles are nely
dispersed. The ink is extremely liquid and requires dilution with a special diluent only to adjust
the colorant concentration.

The brown-red pigment created speci cally for treatment of Fitzpatrick phototype I (Celtic).
Suitable for very light/pale skin and pale skinwith freckles. Perfect for red-haired girls. Unlike
the classical Freckle, it does not need to be mixed with other colors - you can use it as is.
The pigment particles are nely dispersed. The ink is extremely liquid and requires dilution
with a special diluent only to adjust the colorant concentration.

FORMULE Aqua, Hamamelis, CI 56110, CI 77266, CI 21095.

FORMULE Aqua, Hamamelis, CI 21160, CI 21290, CI 77266, CI 21095, CI 11741, CI 77891,
CI 21108.

BASE Red

BASE Orange

COLOR TEMPERATURE Warm

COLOR TEMPERATURE Warm

COLOR RETENTION AFTER HEALING 80-90 %

COLOR RETENTION AFTER HEALING 80-90 %

HOW TO IMPLANT It can be implanted with more intensity: ne particles and warm base will
prevent deep sinking of pigment. It can be mixed with Gray Harbor for a beautiful neutral
brown tone.

HOW TO IMPLANT It can be implanted with more intensity: ne particles and warm base
will prevent deep sinking of pigment. You can either use it undiluted or mix it with other colors.
By mixing it with Gray Harbor, you can obtain a slightly less reddish hue.

COLOR: Warm light blond

COLOR: Brown red

RIPE WHEAT +

GRAY HARBOR +

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

A warm blond pigment, designed for Fitzpatrickphototypes I (Celtic) and II (Nordic).
Recommended for clients with warm or neutral hair color. The pigment particles are nely
dispersed. The ink is extremely liquid and requires dilution with a special diluent only to adjust
the colorant concentration.

Neutral blond pigment, for ash blondes. Handles senior clients' skin very well.
Designed to treat Fitzpatrick phototype II (Nordic). Recommended for clients with cool hair
color. The pigment particles are nely dispersed. The ink is extremely liquid and requires
dilution with a special diluent only to adjust the colorant concentration.

FORMULE Aqua, Hamamelis, CI 21160, CI 56110, CI 77266, CI 21095.

FORMULE Aqua, Hamamelis, CI 21160, CI 77266, CI 21095.

BASE Orange

BASE Yellow

COLOR TEMPERATURE Warm

COLOR TEMPERATURE Neutral

COLOR RETENTION AFTER HEALING 80-90 %

COLOR RETENTION AFTER HEALING80-90 %

HOW TO IMPLANT It can be implanted with more intensity: ne particles and warm base
will prevent deep sinking of pigment. Ideal for very light blondes. You can add Ripe Wheat
from the basic range for a richer color.

HOW TO IMPLANT It can be implanted with more intensity: ne particles and warm base
will prevent deep sinking of pigment. Blends perfectly with Bitter Chocolate for a darker blond
pigment.

COLOR: Blond

COLOR: Rich dark orange

RELATED PRODUCTS
DILUENT

VASELINE

SYNTHETIC SKIN

Designed to regulate the level of colorant
saturation.
The diluent is based on the same formula as
our inks.

Vaseline-based cream BROVI PMU is designed
for instant removal of ink residue from the skin.
Thanks to the quality components Vaseline
quickly removes ink residue from the skin,
thereby minimizing its damage.

What makes the synthetic skin pads by
BROVI PMU special is that they change the
color when you implant the ink deeper than
you should.This synthetic skin pad is ideal
for practicing any permanent makeup
technique.

CONTACTS

SITE :
TEL.:

brovi-shop.ru

+7 906 269-33-33

INSTAGRAM:

@pigments_brovi

VKONTAKTE :

https://vk.com/pigments_brovi

E-MAIL:

pigments.brovi@yandex.ru

